Abstract. Any musical experience is innately pertinent to cognition and psychology. This paper discusses various aspects of musical cognition, including notions of timbre in relation to spectromorphology, a term coined by Denis Smalley, a notable writer on aesthetics of electroacoustic music. Furthermore, a cognitive model will serve to explain inherent inter-relationships involving multi-modal perception.
Perception of Musical Motion
Motion in music is realized through perception. It is perceived as a temporally progressive event that involves three elements: 1) a continuous perceptual history of a piece of music, 2) the now constantly being organized by both the conscious and the subconscious mind, and 3) projections into the future drawn from connections made by the conscious and subconscious mind. Occurrence of perception in a musical context engages everything in our musical perceptual history, or personal environment while simultaneously redefining it [1, 2] . This is a process through which we may render expectations (while also redefining the basis for which we may render expectations in the future). Perception of motion in music is an abstraction of physical motion in a musical context.
One type of musical motion in electroacoustic music, texture motion, involves tendencies that render a sense of direction as an abstraction of change in spectral mass --Agglomeration (an accumulation of spectral mass), and Dissipation (a dispersing or disintegrating mass) [3] . This vocabulary provides for ideas of motion that are slightly more complex than ascending or descending patterns of frequency, which are more immediately directional.
Cognition in the Immediate
The now is simply a notion of the present, and for the purposes of this paper it involves cognitive activities unfolding within some imperceptible temporal proximity, a transitory cache of the fleeting recent, the temporally immediate, and some alignment with the future. The subconscious mind is always organizing sensory information. Once something is generalized further abstractions are organized by making associations. While in a broad sense they represent an expansive network of meaning, associations that come from these cognitive activities subsequently may be regarded individually as thought entities: bundled generalizations.
Source Bonding as a Perceptual Cue
Perceptual cues are something like flags that are raised when associative connections are made subconsciously. Source bonding represents one type of perceptual cue signifying a cognitive connection made associating sound and sound source. When referring to a note or several different notes played on an instrument the idea is very clear-cut. Smalley's definition of source bonding could easily be the foundation for defining timbre in terms of "the timbre of an instrument": (Source bonding is) the natural tendency to relate sounds to supposed sources and causes, and to relate sounds to each other because they appear to have shared or associated origins. [4] However, in electronic music timbre is much more complex. There are even problems with this case of an instrument having timbre. If the instrument has a timbre, then why is it that the instrumentalist can get different timbres out of the instrument? Why does it have a different timbre in a different room? Why does the recording of that instrument in a room have timbral variation when you play it on different stereo systems? The idea of source bonding coming from a perceptual cue is a better foundation for a discussion of timbre that takes a cognitive approach.
Timbre
A thorough definition of timbre should involve dispelling inadequate notions of timbre. I propose that timbre is not some notion of characteristic spectral qualities, but that the term more significantly defines some cognitive process. Before discussing Smalley's definition of timbre we must adopt the term spectromorphology as a description of any sound in terms of the vertical and horizontal aspects of music:
The two parts of the term refer to the interaction between sound spectra (spectro-) and the ways they change over time (-morphology) . The spectro-cannot exist without the -morphology and vice versa: something has to be shaped, and a shape must have sonic content. [3] The term spectromorphology is well adapted for the purposes of discussing any music or sound. At the same time, the term itself describes the very nature of sound and the fundamental elements therein. Spectral profile of sound over time becomes important in the following discussion of timbre.
Definition of Timbre
Discussion of timbre involves tiptoeing through a discursive minefield. Definition of timbre (along with music itself and music technology) has evolved over centuries. The ASA (American Standards Association) defined timbre as the quality that makes sounds of equal pitch and loudness different [5] . This does not satisfy in discussion of spectrum over time. Smalley has adapted a definition for timbre in terms of
